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ABSTRACT 

ETERNITY FLEETING 

Emily Fussner, MFA 

George Mason University, 2019 

Thesis Director: Christopher Kardambikis 

 

eternity fleeting, the MFA thesis exhibition of Emily Fussner, was displayed at George 

Mason University in March of 2019.  The exhibition held materializations and 

reimaginations of ephemeral moments: an elegy of familiar, often overlooked patterns 

found on the periphery of our daily lives. This written thesis follows the exhibit’s layout 

and artworks.  It demonstrates the development and influences of the work while 

examining the significance of place, the body, material, and process, through the lens of 

attention, care, and possibility. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

“This self is out of love with the ordinary. It is out of love with time. It has a hunger for 

eternity.”  

—Mary Oliver, Upstream (27) 

 

Eternity fleeting. These paired words pose a contradiction: infinite, unending 

time, timelessness; lasting for a very short time.  But perhaps in this contradiction rests a 

pause, an interstice—“an intervening space, especially a very small one”—a crack. 

Philosopher Gaston Bachelard considers this pause a poetic moment, an 

experience of time as “vertical” in contrast to horizontally-sweeping linear time 

(Pallasmaa, Emodied Image 78). Likewise, Jessica Wiskus in her essay, Inhabited Time: 

Couperin’s Passacail, further examines Bachelard’s notion of vertical time, offering this 

description of what I previously had trouble putting into words:  

What is this eternity within the instant? What is this latent depth of 

temporality? It is time as the abyss, time within the gap between Being 

and Becoming, between the world-as-reflection and the world-as-

possibility. It is the present, the depth of the present; and it is the only 

moment in which we see the world not from ourselves: it is the un-

appropriated world that inhabits us. (190) 
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My art practice is a poetic approach grounded in the familiar.  I document and 

trace transient patterns of light and cracks along the periphery of daily life, engaging a 

passing present moment and then translating it into another form to consider new 

possibilities.  In this way, my work inhabits the gap between fleeting and eternity, being 

and becoming, reflection and possibility.  It attempts to grasp the ethereal and intangible, 

dwelling in the tension between what is ephemeral, fragile, empty, and what is lasting, 

strong, whole; between what is and what could be.  

Across the following pages, I will use the artworks and layout of my exhibition 

eternity fleeting to unpack these themes and demonstrate the development and influences 

of my art practice.  I will examine the significance of place, the body, material, and 

process through the overarching lens of attention, care, and possibility 
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II.  CONSIDERING SPACE 

My work considers place directly and the body metaphorically and inherently. 

This consideration manifests in both production and exhibition.  When making, I respond 

to a place directly in a process that engages my body, often crouched down casting cracks 

or quickly moving to trace the sunlight.  At any exhibition site, I look for ways to respond 

to its architecture.  Often this results in a site-specific intervention.  I always consider the 

viewer’s body and how it will approach the work depending on plane or scale, or engage 

it physically.  

I viewed the MFA thesis exhibition as an opportunity to bring my observations of 

light and cracks into the same exhibition space for the first time, to intentionally explore 

the underlying themes that connect what are generally separate tracks in my practice.  In 

order to successfully bring together many different works and mediums into the same 

space, I approached the installation like I would a book, considering transitions, 

sequence, pacing, and the overall experience.  

For the overall experience of the exhibition, I wanted to give both the viewer and 

the artworks space to breathe. Could I enable the gallery to hold restful, reflective, 

timeless space?  Creating a secondary layer within the exhibition, an intentional 

periphery of reflected light and shadow from the surfaces of the displayed artwork, and 

highlighting existing cracks in the space, I felt were important to the integrity of my 
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practice.  This gives the viewers the opportunity to shift their attention, to look for these 

ephemeral phenomena while even still in the gallery. 

Transitions between works in the space varied.  I made some more fluid, shifting 

subject within the same medium and format, or naturally progressing an idea through the 

next material phase. For a more marked transition, like the turning of a page, I positioned 

the two moveable walls at an unusual angle, helping to divide the large gallery into 

essentially two spaces.  One of these walls was positioned away from the perimeter wall, 

allowing a small gap through which to view the other side of the gallery, and a choice as 

to walk through it or around the wall.   

The sequence of works in the show progresses from documentation (reflection) to 

translation (possibility).  I included my prose poetry to conceptually pace this flow and to 

provide further insight into my approach.  To integrate the writing into the exhibition, I 

laser-cut the poems from acrylic. The resulting sculptures mark a conceptual shift in the 

space and group the other artworks into three sections.  Mounted a bit higher than eye-

level and at a 45-degree angle, the viewer approaches the text through the poem-

sculpture’s cast shadow, but can reference the acrylic for a clearer, complete reading.  It 

is the physical absence of letters in the material that creates the presence of letters in light 

on the wall.  Similar to the way memory fades to feeling, or ideas reduce to ineffable 

essence, the shadow and clarity of the words gradually dissolves into a dotted pattern of 

light.  These poems will introduce each of the three following chapters.   
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Figure 1 eternity fleeting exhibition installation image 1 
 

 
Figure 2 eternity fleeting exhibition installation image 2 
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Figure 3 1., laser-cut acrylic poem, 2019 
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Figure 4 2., laser-cut acrylic poem, 2019 
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Figure 5 2., detail 
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Figure 6 3., laser-cut acrylic poem, 2019 
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III.  ATTENTION 

“Focused vision confronts us with the world, whereas peripheral vision envelops us in the 

flesh of the world.”  — Juhani Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin  

 

1. 

In sixth grade, while our teacher read to us in the morning, I watched the 

sunlight stream into the classroom, uninhibited through third-story 

windows. It would fall onto the blackboard, a jagged city skyline thanks to 

the shadow of the science lab hood. As the story unfolded, the shadows 

shifted and moved across the board.  I longed to grasp a piece of chalk, 

trace the light, hold on to its shape, keep it a little longer.  

 

I have been watching light for a long time now.  I may predict how sunlight will 

shine through a window, but cannot control it.  Watch it filter and flicker through the 

trees (“komorebi”, as the Japanese name it), wake from a nap mesmerized as the light 

dances above the bed, but still cannot call it back when it fades.  Trace it as fast as I can, 

and still not be able to keep up with its speed. 

I have documented many ephemeral instances of light in the past six years of 

having a smartphone camera almost always in arm’s reach.  Rather than setting deliberate 
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times to photograph, I respond in the moment as I go about my other daily activities.  

Often, I make the photograph in transit from one place to the next, noticing light in 

liminal spaces like hallways, stairwells and train stations.  Of course, I also notice light 

when I stay in one space, and in this case making the photograph is an interruption to 

whatever else I was doing.  It is always a moment of pause, however brief.  The more I 

pause for the light, the more I learn to see it.  

In an essay on photographer Uta Barth, Holly Myers describes that “[e]ach 

photograph is an act of meditation, conceived less to represent a thing or a place than to 

encapsulate a particular state of attention” (288).  Barth is known for her serene 

photographs of light cast in spaces, at one point photographing mostly in her home for ten 

years (Ferguson, 19). This embodiment of attention resonates with me. 

My series of photo books LIGHT / ETERNITY FLEETING are a curated selection 

of such moments of light.  The light spans years and different places; the books bring 

these together into one space and one moment.  The sequence does not build a narrative 

but leaves the images open to interpretation, providing the viewer an individualized 

experience that is quiet, familiar, and contemplative.    

Each of the five volumes has a vellum cover sheet which acts as a materialization 

of light, diffusing it as you turn the page.  Printed on a simple cream copy-weight paper, 

the inner images are arranged in a cinematic proportion across the spread yet held within 

the intimate size of a book.  The thin weight of the paper allows for images from one side 

of the page to infuse the other side with a faint shadow.  Some images are paired in a 

single spread in a way that confuses the sense of space, appearing as one location when in 
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fact composed of two very disparate times and locations.  A simple timestamp and 

location list in the back cover reveal context and memorializes these mundane moments. I 

cannot grasp light, but folded in these pages, I can hold it in my hands. 

 

 
Figure 7 spread detail, LIGHT / ETERNITY FLEETING VOL 3, 2018 
 

 
Figure 8 LIGHT / ETERNITY FLEETING VOL 2 and 3, installation detail 
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Figure 9 LIGHT / ETERNITY FLEETING VOL 1-5, installation image 

 

For displaying the books in the exhibition, I fabricated three shelves out of 

transparent bronze-colored acrylic, shaped like parallelograms to reference the shapes of 

light I always observe. These were deliberately constructed for the shadows that would be 

cast through the shelf, including those of the books, and also the reflection of light that 

bounces off the shelf to the wall above it.  What is visible of this reflection changes 

depending on how the viewer replaces the book on the shelf after reading.  Though the 

shelf is a support for artwork, when illuminated, its material provides these subtle, 

peripheral instances of light and shadow for the keen viewer to observe in real time, 

rather than only observing a past documentation presented in photographs.  

Following the shelves of books spans a series of nine 17” wide by 25” tall 

photographs printed on a thin, translucent, Japanese paper (Hiromi Niyodo).  Mounted 
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floating from the wall to allow a subtle ambient backlighting, the diaphanous paper seems 

to glow.  To an extent the prints begin as a continuation of the books, presenting similar 

light occurrences in a slightly larger yet still intimate size, holding presence in the gallery 

through their quantity and sequence. The selection shows very soft light in ordinary 

places, ordered so the light flows in a visual rhythm across the set.   

My photograph compositions are very stable, many intentionally framed to show 

only a small sliver of the setting, often part of an object to give a sense of scale.  In this 

way, my photography approach aligns with Bernd and Hilla Becher and the Dusseldorf 

School of Photography.  The Bechers often used this compositional technique, with the 

result that the subject “edges into the proximity of the viewer” (Polte, 20).  In the context 

of my work, it can seem unclear as to whether the light is being cast in real-time in the 

space in front of the viewer, or if it is printed on the paper.  Two of the exhibited prints 

include outlets and light switches at a life-size scale, creating a further trump l’oiel effect. 

The last two prints in the sequence of nine do not show fleeting light, but rather 

fleeting moments of a surface.  A parking lot before predicted snow, the cracks dusted 

with salt; a crack that I had cast with paper pulp, at the point of removal.  By shifting the 

subject of imagery within the same format of the print size, the transition both naturally 

flows in sequence and is also a surprise.   
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Figure 10 eternity fleeting, exhibition installation image 
  

 

 
Figure 11 In the stairwell (Fairfax, VA) and Upon returning a handcart to the library’s mail room (Fairfax, VA) 
inkjet prints on Hiromi Niyodo paper, 17” x 25” each, 2019 
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Figure 12 inkjet-printed photographs on Niyodo Hiromi paper, installation image 1 
Leaving home (Fairfax, VA); Rest, or, My bed for a week (Orvieto, Italy); and Drop of Light, or Upon returning 
from Rome (Orvieto, Italy), 17” x 25” each, 2019 
 
 

 
Figure 13 Parking lot before predicted snow (Fairfax, VA) 
inkjet print on Hiromi Niyodo paper, 17” x 25,” 2019 
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Figure 14 inkjet-printed photographs on Niyodo Hiromi paper, installation image 2 
detail of Holding together, or Waiting for church to begin (Vienna, Austria), 
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IV.  CARE 

“Creative work calls for bodily and mental identification, empathy and compassion.” 

—Juhani Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, (14) 

 

2. 

A crack in the pavement: a line running along the ground we drive over 

and walk over without usually noticing. I trace it with my hands, the 

crevice occasionally opening enough that my fingers can touch its depth. 

When I fractured my pelvis the second time, the doctors could barely see it 

in the X-ray. If a break so small could hold such pain, I am glad the 

asphalt cannot feel. Or can it? And I wonder about the widening rifts in 

our society and if we can ever touch their depths, fill the gaps, heal. 

 

“The ‘lived-body’ plays a crucial role in constituting how the world appears to us 

and its movements and comportment in the world generate meaning at the most 

foundational, even preconscious level” (Reves-Evison and Rainey, 12).  My body was 

born with the brittle bone condition Osteogenesis Imperfecta. I have a long history with 

cracks, breaking, and healing.  
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Kintsugi is a Japanese term meaning “golden joinery” or “golden repair.”  It is a 

practice of mending broken ceramics with gold lacquer that began in the sixteenth 

century (Keulemans, 16), coming out of the wabi-sabi philosophy and aesthetics (19).  

Kintsugi recognizes the breaking as part of the object’s history, highlights and transforms 

it (Reves-Evison and Rainey, 15).  

Kintsugi has changed the way I see my own history and surrounding environment, 

and has also influenced my papermaking practice.  Even as I take on new mediums in my 

practice, hand-formed paper pulp continues to be significant material to me.  It is 

resilient. The fiber withstands breaking and beating to be transformed.  Both pulp-making 

and sheet-forming is a very haptic, tactile process.  For all these reasons, I cannot help 

but relate it to the body.   

Abaca and flax fibers have a strong wet strength, making it possible to create thin, 

translucent sheets that transmit light.  These fibers shrink when drying, which works well 

for stretching, wrapping, and for negative casting.  I have been casting crevices in the 

ground with hand-formed paper pulp, a practice I brought we me into the MFA program 

and have since developed.  I was initially inspired by Rachel Whiteread’s casting of 

negative spaces, the direct one-to-one scale materialization of what we often do not see in 

a place.  My practice of casting responds to my location, and has grown from first 

fragments of gaps between cobblestones in Italy to branching, connected networks of 

cracks here in asphalt parking lots.  Beyond a direct mapping of an overlooked space, the 

visual reference to Kintsugi reveals the symbolism that connects to my own bodily 
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experience.  Being small in stature and paying attention to the ground to minimize risk of 

falling, I am closer to the cracks.  

 

 
Figure 15 casting cracks, 2018 
  

 

In The Eyes of The Skin, architect Juhani Pallasmaa proposes that “[t]ouch is the 

sensory mode which integrates our experiences of the world and of ourselves.  Even 

visual perceptions are fused and integrated into the haptic continuum of the self” (12).  

Casting cracks is an embodied experience of care and presence in the periphery.  I spend 

hours with the crack, crouched down, touching, tracing, filling, dwelling in a space meant 

for passing.  While some people passing by stop to ask questions, many do not, and I find 

that I become part of the periphery.  Jeff Malpas describes dwelling as “more 
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fundamentally a mindful mode of being that illuminates a given situation” (Teal, 15).  As 

I settle into the casting work, spending more time in a parking lot than I would usually 

refer, I begin to closely observe and listen my surroundings. I see what I usually 

overlook; my mind wanders and I consider the material metaphor on many levels.  In one 

such instance, this led to writing the following poem: 

 

Fracture  

a familiar word I don’t remember not  
knowing 
that quick pain grounding soul to finite body 
 
fill 
fractured ground, hands tracing not  
hairline 
but river and heart line 
 
tension 
releasing under weight 
 
scars, permanent  
cracks, fleeting 
the road paved over 
 
even the body can’t help but heal 
even a parking lot is beautiful at dawn 
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Figure 16 filled crack, 2018 
 

 

I see potential for significant sites to be cast and would like to explore that 

possibility in the future.  To date, I have been more focused in transforming the mundane 

anonymity and familiarity of cracks in a parking lot, the presence and care in the process, 

and exploring the possibility of new ways of seeing allowed by the transition from what 

Robert Smithson called “site” (non-gallery, i.e. parking lot) to “non-site” (gallery) 

(Rendell, 25). 
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Figure 17 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering), installation image 1 

 

Untitled (Kintsugi Covering) is one of the central works in the eternity fleeting 

exhibition, positioned in the space to be visible from the entrance, a beckoning into the 

gallery.  The network of paper-cast parking lot cracks hangs suspended in the air.  It is a 

direct reflection of time, care, and specific cracks—with dirt, pine needles, and a feather 

still clinging to the fiber—yet installed in this way it becomes a covering one can walk 

under, the form cascading down so the viewer can also approach the material and see the 

texture closely at eye-level.  This arrangement provides unique framing and vantage 

points, with the opportunity to view the other artworks through the space between the 

cracks.  The paper cracks cast subtle shadows onto the wall holding the prose-poetry 
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acrylic sculpture regarding cracks.  The shadows also extend and expand to the floor, and 

wrap around that partial wall like a page turn to the next segment of the exhibition.  

 

 
Figure 18 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering), installation image 2 
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Figure 19 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering) detail image 1 
  

 
Figure 20 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering) detail image 2,  
handformed pigmented abaca pulp and copper wire, cast from asphalt cracks 
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Figure 21 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering) installation shadow detail 
 
 

 
Figure 22 Untitled (Kintsugi Covering) detail image 3 
hand-formed pigmented abaca pulp and copper wire, cast from asphalt cracks 
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Figure 23 Periphery, kintsugi (gallery floor) 

 

The suspended paper casting references kintsugi, but below it, and along the 

entrance threshold and the edges of the gallery, is a more literal interpretation.  I filled the 

minute cracks in the concrete gallery floor with a wax mixed with gold mica powder.  

This site-specific intervention brings my practice and idea of repair into the gallery space.  

The time spent filling the cracks felt like quiet prayer, forming tiny rivers of gold visible 

only if paying close attention. 
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V.  POSSIBILITY 

“Profound architecture makes us experience ourselves as complete embodied and 

spiritual beings. In fact, this is the great function of all meaningful art.”  

—Juhani Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin (13) 

 

3.   

Light doesn’t break. It bends. Travels across the cosmos, floods the 

atmosphere, filters through the trees, flows over the building’s edge, seeps 

into the window (however small), slips between my fingers, curves across 

the cabinet and onto the kitchen floor. Can it wrap around my 

brokenness?   

 

Beyond simply reflecting what I see and bringing awareness to what is usually 

overlooked, the process of translating these observations is important.  Translating one 

form into a new arrangement extends the metaphor to different levels and allows new 

possibilities to emerge. We can encounter what is familiar it in a new way, ask new 

questions, and recognize the old context in light of the new one. 

What does it mean for cracks to become a solid entity that can cast a shadow?  

For a stepped-over brokenness to become a map to guide us or a covering we can walk 
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under?  What if the ephemeral shapes of light and shadow cast through architecture 

become an architecture that casts its own light and shadow?  Can you dwell in that space?  

How does the imagery of light enter into the metaphor of cracks and repair?  

In the eternity fleeting exhibition, the second half of the gallery is this space of 

possibility. Here the metaphors and ideas of the cast cracks intersect with the cast light. 

Observed light translates into architecture that casts light and shadow. 

 

 
Figure 24 Merging, mixed media, 8"x8", 2019 
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Figure 25 What Could Be, mixed media, 8"x 8", 2019 

 

The mixed media drawings act as a visual transition in the space from cracks back 

to light.  The linear quality of these drawings continues the linear quality of the cracks: a 

tracing, a following, a framework.  They also show a step of development and 

experimentation in my work with light and shadow.  Unlike the books that place different 

moments and places side-by-side, the drawings reimagine the light and hold the moments 

in one plane.   

The drawings contain different combinations of media including cyanotype, 

silkscreen printing, inkjet printing, colored pencil and marker.  Making cyanotypes 

introduced another way to include sunlight directly into the image-making process, a 

more direct materialization of light.  In the hand-drawn layers I infused the motion I have 

experienced when tracing sunlight directly on the wall—the edges often blur and the 
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speed and movement is not a crisp straight line.  The gold line in these drawings is a 

visual nod to Kintsugi and the time of day we call the “golden hour.” 

 

 
Figure 26 Untitled (“Where is the way to the dwelling of light?”), steel wrapped in hand-formed flax paper 
15” w each x variable height, 2019 

 

The lines from the drawings begin to grow and emerge from the wall as welded 

steel wrapped in hand-formed flax paper in the sculpture Untitled (“Where is the way to 

the dwelling of light?”).  These three frameworks grow and shift in size and angle, a 

reflection of how I have observed light to move.  The largest piece extends to the point 

that one can walk under it.  Linear shadows complete the form, the illusion continuing the 

space back through the wall.  Wrapping the steel in hand-formed paper softens the 

material and brings it into harmony with my other work.  This process of wrapping is an 
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act of tension and trust in the strength of the delicate wet paper.  It is also an embodied 

act of care, as it feels much like wrapping a sprained ankle or broken arm.  It becomes 

clothes on body.  Flesh on bone.  

 

 
Figure 27 Untitled (“Where is the way to the dwelling of light?”), 2019 detail image 1 
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Figure 28 Untitled (“Where is the way to the dwelling of light?”), 2019 detail image 2 
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Figure 29 Untitled (I almost walked past it), installation image 1 
laser-cut acrylic, 24” each x variable height, 2019 

 

“In the basic alchemy of architecture there are two fundamental categories of 

matter: opaque matter and transparent matter.  One creates separation, privacy, and 

shadow, the other provides connectedness, visibility and light” (Pallasmaa, The 

Embodied Image, 81).  Untitled (I almost walked past it) is a four-part sculpture that 

engages these transparent properties while also casting unique shadows.  Translated into 

cut material, two specific moments of cast light I once witnessed in Berlin now cast new 

light and shadows in the gallery.  Lit from two sources, the transparent bronze acrylic 

creates layers of warm translucent shadow, casting both onto the white wall and cement 

floor where its reflection also extends.  To appreciate the complexities of the interaction 

of light with this piece, the viewer must move around it.  If crouching in a certain place or 
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sitting on the bench, one can catch a glimpse of a bright refraction, something like a 

white shadow or photo negative. The pieces of acrylic simply lean against the wall, 

placed rather than supported.  This tension in balancing is something I relate to on a 

bodily level.  It is full of fragile potential, both physically and figuratively speaking.  In 

this way, the work enters a new territory that I will continue to explore.  

 

 
Figure 30 Untitled (I almost walked past it) installation image 2 
laser-cut acrylic, 24” each x variable height, 2019 
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Figure 31 Untitled (refuge), toned cyanotype on hand-formed flax paper, steel, 2019 

 

The last wall contains a single small sculpture, a steel frame wrapped with a 

cyanotype on hand-formed flax paper, stretched and cut.  The cyanotype records 

moments of light in a stairwell and entryway; the paper’s color reflects in its shadow, 

ranging from a soft warm glow to deep night blue.  A shard of light and shadow.  A 

house with windows. A tiny refuge providing protection and shade.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The exhibition eternity fleeting displayed a carefully selected and arranged set of 

artworks, integrated with sculptural poetry, to explore the overarching themes in my 

work: the poetic view of time and attention, the significance of my body and care in 

relation to place, and the perspective of possibility that arises from translating my 

observations into new spaces and new architectures.  As a culmination to the MFA 

degree, the exhibition demonstrates my growth, both technically and conceptually 

expanding beyond what I had brought with me into the program.  Moving forward, I will 

continue to explore these concepts and new materials to create experiences both in the 

gallery and beyond, in which viewers have an opportunity to pause and see their usual 

surroundings in a new poetic light.  
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